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This coproduction between the Alvar Aalto Museum and the Vitra Design Museum ... new aspects of their production (original models and sketches, furniture, lamps and decorative glass objects ...
Alvar Aalto. 1898-1976. Organic architecture, art and design
Picasso’s sizable oeuvre grew to include over 20,000 paintings, prints, drawings, sculptures,ceramics, theater sets, and costume designs. He painted his most famous work, Guernica (1937), in response ...
Mehiläispesä (Beehive) ceiling light, model no. A 331, circa 1953
Picasso’s sizable oeuvre grew to include over 20,000 paintings, prints, drawings, sculptures,ceramics, theater sets, and costume designs. He painted his most famous work, Guernica (1937), in response ...
A decorative wooden panel
Particular things captured in sketches would be gradually translated into symbolic ... a catalogue of an exhibition of his own photographs at the Alvar Aalto Museum in Finland.
LE CORBUSIER: THE LIFE OF FORMS
drawings, photos, etc. I wouldn´t expect “less” from an exhibit of these brilliant architects. “Edge-Paracentric Architecture”, the 11th International Alvar Aalto Symposium will take ...
Architecture News
Aino Aalto, for example, was long seen as the muse of Alvar Aalto, the Finish architect ... (She did have the foresight to box up 900 of her own drawings and 3,000 of those by Mies van der Rohe ...
Design history has conveniently excluded women. That’s finally changing
¹ In ‘Functional’ (Figure 3.1) a weedy, pipe-smoking, intellectual man in a scratchy tweed jacket, book in hand, is depicted all alone, perched uncomfortably on a stool by Finnish Modernist designer ...
Ideal homes, 1918–39: Domestic design and suburban Modernism
All the same, Mrs. Huxtable has managed to touch upon most of the major controversies, and to sketch most of the main characters, in the drama of contemporary architecture. Her book includes articles ...
Architecture redux
It is clear that white women have been better documented than non-white. A catalogue search on Le Corbusier or Alvar Aalto shows how documenting male work has comparatively been prioritised over women ...
Revisiting the Collections: The Forgotten Women
a diverse digital database that acts as a valuable guide in gaining insight and information about a product directly from the manufacturer, and serves as a rich reference point in developing a ...
artek presents chair designs by TAF studio and alvar aalto during stockholm furniture fair
Hackability of the Stool Online, then Kyoto ddaa looked at Artek’s classic Stool 60 (by Alvar Aalto) and came up with 100 new possibilities, from a turntable to a desk. Initially an online project, it ...
Tools of the trade
María Cristina Cravino, the head of numerous research projects and publications on informal settlements and the politics of public habitation, draws from her background in anthropology to become ...
Fabian Dejtiar
“The big windows mean that people can walk up and look in.” Reflecting on the future of the gallery, which will sell designs from the likes of Hans Wegner and Alvar Aalto, Holt says that he wants ...
Back on form
Fortunately, Hudson had earlier removed Williams’s drawings and plans to use for a publication ... Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier, Alvar Aalto, and Louis Kahn. Williams’s award came three ...
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